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	A Practical Guide to TPM 2.0: Using the Trusted Platform Module in the New Age of Security, 9781430265832 (1430265833), Apress, 2015

	A Practical Guide to TPM 2.0: Using the Trusted Platform Module in the New Age of Security is a straight-forward primer for developers. It shows security and TPM concepts, demonstrating their use in real applications that the reader can try out.


	Simply put, this book is designed to empower and excite the programming community to go out and do cool things with the TPM. The approach is to ramp the reader up quickly and keep their interest.A Practical Guide to TPM 2.0: Using the Trusted Platform Module in the New Age of Security explains security concepts, describes the TPM 2.0 architecture, and provides code and pseudo-code examples in parallel, from very simple concepts and code to highly complex concepts and pseudo-code.


	The book includes instructions for the available execution environments and real code examples to get readers up and talking to the TPM quickly. The authors then help the users expand on that with pseudo-code descriptions of useful applications using the TPM.


	What you’ll learn

	
		TPM 2.0 architecture fundamentals, including changes from TPM 1.2
	
		TPM 2.0 security concepts
	
		Essential application development techniques
	
		A deep dive into the features of TPM 2.0
	
		A primer on the execution environments available for application development. Learn as you go!



	Who this book is for


	Application software developers, OS developers, device-driver developers, and embedded-device specialists, who will benefit from mastering TPM 2.0 capabilities and building their own applications quickly. This book will give them the tools they need to experiment with and understand the technology.


	Software architects who need to understand the security guarantees provided by TPMs


	Managers who fund the projects that use TPMs.


	Non-technical users who may want to know why TPMs are on their computers and how to make use of them.
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Nanoscale Imaging of Synapses: New Concepts and Opportunities (Neuromethods)Humana Press, 2014

	Synapses underlie rapid and flexible neural communication in the brain and they hold the key to understanding higher brain functions in health and disease. Because they are very small and highly dynamic, it is very difficult to study them with traditional techniques. Fortunately, recent ground-breaking advances in optical microscopy (e.g....


		

C++17 STL CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn the latest features of C++ and how to write better code by using the Standard Library (STL). Reduce the development time for your applications.
	
		Understand the scope and power of STL features to deal with real-world problems.
	
		Compose your own algorithms without forfeiting...



		

React: Cross-Platform Application Development with React Native: Build 4 real-world apps with React NativePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Harness the power of React Native to build 4 real-world apps

	
		Key Features

		
			Build quirky and fun projects from scratch and become efficient with React Native
	
			Learn to build professional Android and iOS applications using your existing JavaScript knowledge
	...







	

Guide to Parallel Operating Systems with Windows 7 and Linux (Networking)Course Technology PTR, 2011

	The second edition of GUIDE TO PARALLEL OPERATING SYSTEMS WITH WINDOWS 7 AND LINUX continues its unique approach of examining two of the most prominent operating systems in parallel. Rather than using a compare and contrast model, each concept is first presented conceptually before demonstrating it simultaneously on both operating systems....


		

Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner: A Case Study ApproachSAS Institute, 2003
To start Enterprise Miner, start SAS and then type miner on the SAS command bar.

Enterprise Miner organizes data analyses into projects and diagrams. Each project may have several process flow diagrams, and each diagram may contain several analyses. Typically each diagram contains an analysis of...

		

AngularJS UI DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design, build, and test production-ready applications in AngularJS


	About This Book

	
		Design and customize applications with mobile users in mind using open source CSS3 frameworks
	
		Use polished UI components written from scratch solely in AngularJS to build real-world applications with a...
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